In the production of perishable goods, particular stress is often given to performance indicators generally less critical in such manufacturing settings as metal-cutting, or mechanical/electronic assembly. For instance, in food or biochemical productions, a prominent interest of the producer is to reduce the time from distribution to the so-called best-before end. A scheduling problem with a goal of this sort is here addressed. The decision variables considered are launching and completion times of parts in a production line with critical aspects in the initial and/or nal stages. The basic problem is to nd an assignment of a maximum numberof jobs to launching and completion times, so that no two jobs are assigned the same launching or completion time: feasible solutions have therefore the form of three-dimensional matchings. The problem is studied under two independent respects, assuming either (i) the relative perishability of products or (ii) the feasibility o f launching/completion time pairs not a ected by the intermediate transformation stage. We s h o w that the problem is NP{Complete, even under such a ranking assumption as (i), whereas is in P under assumption (ii). Polynomial-time algorithms are also proposed to solve several optimization versions of the problem.
Introduction
The activity scheduling in the production of perishable goods is liable to peculiar constraints and objectives. Interesting examples come from processes requiring maturation. In such cases, the fresh materials to be transformed (e.g., in food industries: meat, milk, vegetables, etc.) can be stored up to precise time limits, after which the maturation process must necessarily begin. The duration of this process, instead, may generally exceed by relatively long time the minimum required. Once this periodis over, the product is packed and preparation/expiry dates (di ering from each other by a xed interval) are printed onto the package. Limiting both the duration of the initial storage and the time distance between preparation date and trading is then one major interest of the producer. This result can beachieved by exploiting the implicit storing functionality o f the maturation process through a suitable input sequencing of the products.
The literature on input sequencing has traditionally concerned with automotive, electrical, electronic and metal-cutting industry. In fact, in the majority of exible manufacturing systems parts are introduced into the system using some launching strategy (see, for example, 14, 9] ). In this context, depending on applications, di erent objectives can be pursued, in general concerning the optimization of some resource usage. Balancing the workloads of all machines in the system is appropriate, for example, in the design and operation of exible assembly systems 5, 13, 1] . Keeping a costant rate of part usage has been applied to part sequencing in mixed-model assembly lines 12, 4, 11] . Minimizing the makespan or tardiness penalties are other common objectives in production scheduling 3, 6, 7, 2] . Other launching disciplines have also proved to be e ective with reference to production maximization in some manufacturing systems: for instance, minimizing the part movements can bebetter than balancing the machine workloads whenever the transportation device is a system bottleneck 15, 10] .
Nonetheless, as illustrated before, other performance indicators deserve a higher priority when the production scheduling has to account for material perishing. We here attempt to take these indicators into consideration in a production line with critical aspects in the initial and/or nal stages. The situation is depicted in Figure 1 , where n distinct products share limited capacity input/output devices. Bu ering/manufacturing intermediate phases are non-critical and can be thought as performed by a set of n distinct workstations (unlimited bu er/production capacity). The decision variables considered are launching and completion times of parts. The resources required by each product are all available at time t = 0, and all jobs must be completed within a given due date d. Product i requires operations for a total processing time of p i units, but the intermediate phases can be delayed as well as the product launching times, according to the limited capacity of the critical workstations. The feasible launching times S = (s 1 s 2 : : : s q ) and completion times C = ( c r c r;1 : : : c 1 ), c 1 = d, form discrete nite sets (from now o n , w e assume w.l.o.g. q = r). For any job i the feasible sets of launching and completion times are of the form S i = fs 1 s 2 : : : s q i g S, C i = fc 1 c 2 : : : c r i g C. A pair (s h c k ) of feasible launching-completion times is in turn feasible for job i if c k ; s h p i .
The dependance on i of the feasible sets S i , C i re ects the fact that product i deteriorates when stored for more than s q i (than d;c r i ) time units before (after) the preparation (the nishing) stage.
The problem is to nd an assignment of jobs to launching times s h and completion times c k , s o t h a t n o t wo jobs are assigned the same launching/completion times: a feasible solution is therefore a particular three-dimensional matching T. From now on we will address this problem as PPS (Perishable Production Scheduling).
In real world applications, PPS often presents peculiarities which can be accounted for by particular restrictions. Among others, the following are of particular interest:
H1. Perishability depends only on product type: if product i is more perishable than product j, then the maximum storing time allowed to i is less than or equal to the one allowed to j in both the input and the output magazine, i.e. q i > q j ) r i r j and r i > r j ) q i q j , i j = 1 : : : n .
H2. For any feasible launching time, product i can be completed within any feasible completion time, i.e. c r i ; s q i p i , i = 1 : : : n .
In the following we rst address the problem of scheduling a maximum number of jobs, which corresponds to nding a three-dimensional matching of maximum size. Complexity results about this problem will be given in Section 2 with reference to both assumptions H1 and H2. We will show (Section 2) that, as many v ariants of three-dimensional matching, also PPS is NP-Complete what is somewhat surprising is that this negative result still holds under such a ranking assumption as H1 on the other hand, under assumption H2 the problem turns out to bepolynomially solvable. We then de ne (Section 3) the cost of a schedule according to several performance indicators. These re ect costs due to perishability, to in-process inventory, to delayed launching/complpetion, and xed costs due to process set-up. Polynomial-time algorithms for the corresponding optimization problems are devised: in one case, under assumption H2 in the others, under both H1 and H2.
Scheduling as many jobs as possible
This section is devoted to the problem of assigning launching and completion times to a maximum sized set of products, i.e., as explained in Section 1, of nding a threedimensional matching T of maximum size m. In the following we will let J = f1 2 : : : n g bethe set of products. With each product i 2 J we associate an r r matrix A i with elements in f0 1g, such that a i hk = 1 if and only if h 2 S i and k 2 C i . In view of the application, matrix A i enjoys particular properties. We will make u s e of the following de nition.
De nition 2.3 Let A 2 I R m n and B 2 I R p q , with p m q n. Then A dominates B if a ij b ij for 1 i p 1 j q. Remark 2.4 Under assumption H1+H2 the products can be sorted a c cording to increasing perishability. As a consequence A i dominates A j whenever i < j .
The collection fA i 1 i ng de nes a three-dimensional n r r matrix C. A feasible solution of PPS is a set T of non-zero entries of C such t h a t n o t wo o f t h e m h a ve a common index. Such entries are from now on referred to as disjoint. We say that T covers I J i each product in I is contained in a triple of T.
The complexity of PPS
In the following we show that PPS is NP-Complete even under assumption H1. Proof. We will show that for every instance of N3DM we can compute an instance of PPSR such that the former instance has a yes answer if and only if the latter instance has a yes answer. First, let us observe that an instance of N3DM has a yes answer only 
A polynomial-time algorithm for case H2
From now on we de ne maximum a set of products corresponding to a maximum size set of disjoint non-zero entries in C, and let m denote such a size. For any i 2 J, let q i (let r i ) denote the number of rows (columns) with a non-zero element in A i . Let q = (q j 1 : : : q jn ) and r = (r i 1 : : : r in ) be two n-dimensional vectors, ordered by non decreasing components. For any set I J, denote as q I , r I the jIj-dimensional vectors obtained by deleting the components of q, r corresponding to elements not in I. Denote also as C(I) the jIj r r matrix obtained by deleting the entries a i hk of C such that i 6 2 I.
Finally, indicate as i. Del i hk (C) the (n ; 1) (r ; 1) (r ; 1) matrix obtained by deleting A i from C, and by erasing the h-th row and the k-th column from A j , 8j 6 = i ii. Del i (C) the (n ; 1) r r matrix obtained by deleting A i from C. Theorem 2.7 Let I J be a set of products, and assume that C(I) admits jIj disjoint non-zero entries. Then, q I and r I dominate (1 2 : : : jIj). Proof. By contradiction, suppose that the i-th element of q I (of r I ) is less than i for some positive i jIj. This would imply the existence of i disjoint non-zero entries of C(I) c o vering less than i rows (columns). disjoint non-zero entries. As these (k ; 1) entries and (j q j r j ) are disjoint, the thesis follows. The case q j 1 r i 1 is proved through a symmetrical argument, by exchanging the role of rows and columns. Theorem 2.8 suggests an algorithm for computing a maximum product set. Remark 2.10 Once obtained a maximum set J , a feasible solution of PPS is computed by picking the triples (j h k) such that j 2 J and h (resp., k) is the position in q J (resp., in r J ) of the component corresponding to j.
Let us evaluate the complexity of this computation.
Theorem 2.11 Under H2, a solution of PPS can be found in O(n log(n)) time.
Proof . We compute a solution by repeatedly applying Theorem 2.9. Computing and sorting vectors q and r requires O(n log(n)) time. An iteration of the algorithm consists of scanning vector q (vector r) and either (i) removing from I the product selected by Theorem 2.9, or (ii) adding to I the next element o f q. In order to meet the time bound, we construct a vector r (a vector q) as follows: for each i 2 I, store the corresponding r i (q i ) into r ( q), mantaining it in non-decreasing order. Insertions can beperformed in O(log(n)) time, whereas removing an element from I requires constant time. Since the algorithm needs n iterations, the thesis follows. Let us now illustrate by an example how to compute a feasible solution of PPS.
Example. Consider the production of a set J = 1 3 4 4 7). Since element a appears as rst in q J and fth in r J , we select triple (a 1 5) in C. The complete set of disjoint e n tries of matrix C is T = f(a 1 5) (b 3 2) (c 4 3) (e 5 1) (f 2 4)g.
Three optimization problems
In Section 2.2 we described how to evaluate, in a particular case, the system capacity in terms of the maximum numberof items that can beproduced in a given time interval. Of course, production scheduling generally a ects other performance indicators, such as production e ciency and costs. In our terminology, it makes then sense considering the problem of nding a set T of disjoint non-zero entries of C of maximum size m such that some production costs are minimized.
In practice, production costs are formed by several contributions. Some of these depend on the schedule adopted (e.g., through the individual launching and completion times of products) others are due to process set-up, and depend only on the particular process activated. As for the contribution of the rst type, we consider three di erent scenarios, according to production costs dominated (a) by perishing, (b) by launching/completion delays, (c) by intermediate inventory. In order to model these situations, we introduce suitable penalty functions respectively de ned on fs 1 : : : s r g fc 1 : : : c r g. The setup costs are on the other hand described by additional terms !(i), i 2 J. Thus, we express the cost of a solution T as the sum of two terms
Cases (a), (b), (c) respectively correspond to the following assumptions on penalties and . Let us now prove that the problem of minimizing set-up costs c a n b e f o r m ulated as a two matroid intersection problem. A matroid M = (E F) is an ordered pair consisting of a nite ground set E and a nonempty family F of so-called independent subsets of E which satisfy the following axioms: M1. A 2 F , B A ) B 2 F , M2. A B 2 F , jAj = jBj + 1 ) 9 e 2 A ; B such that B f eg 2 F .
Case (a). Both penalties (s

Case (a)
An independent set of maximum cardinality i s c a l l e d a basis. Assuming J as the ground set, we can prove the following results. Proof. Trivially follows from the above propositions, and from Theorems 2.7, 2.8.
The above result ensures that, under H2, Case (a) can e ciently be solved by matching tecniques 16]. Under H1 + H2, this version of the problem can even be solved more e ciently. As far as the rst term of f(T) is concerned, we have in fact the following Theorem 3.5 Under H1 + H2, Case (a) can be solved i n l i n e ar time whenever !(i) = 0 for any i 2 J.
Proof. In fact, if m is the maximum size of a solution, then one such solution is individuated, in matrix A, b y fa 11 a 22 : : : a mm g. Indeed, the assertion is true for m = 1 . Suppose that the rst i;1 elements of an optimum solution are (a 11 a 22 : : : a i;1 i;1 ) 1 < i m, and, by c o n tradiction, that a i ii = 0 . Let a i hk be the non-zero element o f A i with maximum h + k, which is unique by Remark 2.2. Then, by H1 + H2, either h = i ; 1 o r k = i ; 1.
Since by assumption there exists a solution containing product i, there also exists an element 1 j i ; 1 that covers a row or column with index greater or equal to i, i.e., a j pq = 1 for p i or q i. But containing (n h n k n ). Proof . It is su cient to prove that for any feasible solution T not containing (n h n k n ) there exists a feasible solution T containing (n h n k n ) and such t h a t f(T ) f( T). Let 
Conclusions
A three-dimensional matching model for scheduling perishable goods has been investigated under assumptions often occurring in real world situations, namely that the intermediate transformation stage does not a ect: H1) the relative perishability o f products, and H2) the feasibility of launching-completion time pairs. We showed that maximizing the system productivity is NP-Complete under H1, and can be solved in polynomial time under H2. Optimization versions of this problem have also been considered, according to several distinct performance indicators. Polynomial-time algorithms for these optimization problems has been devised: in one case (Case (a)), under assumption H2 in the others (Cases (b) and (c)), under H1 + H2. In Case (a) we showed that schedule-and process-depending costs can be accounted for separately. In particular, under H2, the problem of minimizing the latter costs can beformulated as a two matroid intersection problem, whereas under H1 + H2 the set of feasible solutions de nes a matroid. On the other hand, in Cases (b) and (c), the objective function is not separable, and the problem of e ciently minimizing variable costs under H2 is an open problem, while that it can be solved in polynomial-time under H1 + H2.
